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DAYTON, Ohio, May 5, 1970 --- An Institute in Spanish, the fifth successive summer program conducted by the University of Dayton's Department of Languages, will be held from June 18 until July 31. The program again is designed for secondary school teachers of Spanish from grades seven to 12 and is under the direction of Dr. Mario Saquel, professor in the department and director of the University's Office of International Education.

The objectives of the institute are to increase teaching effectiveness in a Spanish class, by means of the basic principles of linguistics applied to English and Spanish in parallel, constructive contrasts of both cultures in what is similar as well as what is different in both, the observation of a system of instruction, the opportunity to attempt use of this system in a demonstration class subject to immediate critical analysis, understanding and application of the advantages offered by audio-visual methods, and practice in oral and written Spanish as a vehicle of communication.

These objectives, used in past institutes, will be achieved through demonstration class, methods workshop, applied linguistics, cultures in contrast, Spanish composition and Spanish conversation.

Eight graduate credit hours, through the University's College of Arts & Sciences, are available. The cost for the six weeks program is $587 for on-campus participants and $335 for those who arrange their own room and board off campus.
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